
 

 

 

December 16, 2021 

Offensive Coordinator Scott Turner 
 

On preparing for Sunday with the lineup in flux:   

“The first thing we gotta do is just as the week goes on, keep trying to understand exactly who it is we got. Then 

you gotta put a gameplan in that fits their skills. Obviously, it's a challenging situation. This game is coming 

Sunday, no excuses in the NFL. We just gotta get our guys ready to play. Our guys gotta do a great job of being 

flexible. Some guys might have to move around a little bit and play some multiple spots. They gotta be diligent 

in their work habits going through the week and then gotta go give it our best.” 

 

On the challenges of putting together a gameplan this week:  

“We put in a different variety of things. Then based on who's there, some stuff you'll be able to use and some 

stuff you won't. Like I said, you cross train some different guys to be able to do a few different things. There’s a 

little bit of flexibility there. Then it’s just gotta be an ever-changing document that goes all the way up until the 

game starts on Sunday or until that last test comes in.”  

 

On how much the gameplan is affected this week:   

“I mean, quite a bit. It’s a combination. We haven't had much of this, but when your team is relatively healthy 

and you got the same guys week in and week out, you know your players strengths, you know what you're 

gonna have. So then really just matching that to the scheme of the defense or the different player weaknesses or 

strengths that you're gonna see from the opponent. But then when your team changes, it just adds another layer 

to it. It’s a combination of all those things.” 

 

On being able to build off the tight ends and offensive line this week:  

“Yeah, the run game wouldn't change much anyways. You can only do so much as far. As what we're gonna do 

run game wise, you just change up some formations and maybe the type of run you might run may change a 

little bit. But yeah, that part of it I shouldn't say stays the same because we're pretty multiple, but you can get 

that part of it done.” 

 

On QB Kyle Shurmur: 

“He's done a nice, nice job. He's a smart guy, prepares. He’s a coach's son, so he knows football, been around it 

his whole life, really important to him. I've been impressed with him, just his work ethic as far as his overall 

understanding of the game throughout the time. He’s gotten a little bit more work and practice this week. I think 

I got a pretty good idea of the things that he's comfortable with and we'll keep having those conversations and 

working throughout the week where if he has to go that, we'll be able to put him in some situations to be 

successful.” 

 

On QB Taylor Heinicke’s play in the Cowboys game:  

“Obviously, we has the turnovers, and those were really just some plays where they were aggressive and came 



 

 

after us.  They really just made some plays. They got some pressure on Taylor. They were hitting him. As the 

game went on, I think he pressed a little bit. He was taking some shots. It was just one of those days where we 

didn't play good as a group. I think over the four-game winning streak, Taylor probably got maybe a little more 

credit than he deserves; and when you lose as a quarterback, you probably get more blame than you deserve. It's 

just part of the deal. I don't think any of us had a very good day on Sunday. We fought and we were able to 

score a couple touchdowns in the second half and give us a chance there late, but it's just not good enough. It's 

not good enough when you're playing in this league and that obviously starts with me. I can be better. I think 

offensively as a group we will be better. It's not just Taylor.” 

 

On C Jon Toth:   

“I just knew him from when we had him in training camp. He’s a guy that did a nice job, smart guy. That’s what 

you need really when you have a guy in there at center. I think he moves pretty well. He was gone and then he 

came back, and I think he bulked up a little bit, which is good for playing inside on the offensive line. He’s 

done a nice job in practice these last couple days. He’s excited for an opportunity. That’s one of the pluses of 

this situation is some of these guys that haven't had a chance to play, get a chance to show what they're capable 

of.” 

 

On the possibility of postponing the game Sunday:  

“I don't even think about that kind of stuff. That’s up to the League. Whenever they tell us it's time to go, we'll 

put the best team out there that we got and give our best effort to go get a win. And like I said, there's a lot of 

guys that'll have some opportunities and they're looking to maybe surprise some people. For all the negative and 

all the bad stuff there is about guys not being able to play, there's a positive side of this that maybe some people 

that this has been their dream to play are gonna get an opportunity to actually play in games. They’re gonna 

treat it like pros and they're gonna make sure they get their best outta their opportunity.” 

 

On if there is a difference between QB Taylor Heinicke continuing to grow versus hitting his ceiling: 

"I don't ever think about that as a ceiling. I look at every single game individually. We had some tough plays in 

that game. I mean, he got picked off on a receiver screen by a defensive end. It's not like he read the coverage 

bad and forced it in. Now he had some other plays that maybe he had some balls that weren't great throws. He 

was battling out there. I mean, obviously he got banged up. We're fortunate that he's able to be okay. It just was 

a tough day. Like I said, it was a tough day for everybody against a good team. We got Philly this week and 

we'll get those guys in a couple weeks. It's an unfortunate deal, but I don't look at it as like a giant, big picture 

thing on the growth of Taylor. I think I've said it before, the path to success is not a straight line. You play in 

this league and you play enough games in this league and unfortunately you're gonna have days like we did on 

Sunday. I think the biggest thing is just gonna be how we respond coming back from it, both Taylor, myself and 

the rest of the offense." 

 

On if he thinks Heinicke gets unfairly judged because he was an undrafted player: 

"Yeah, absolutely. But I mean, like you say that, but you can say that about – you guys obviously are in this 

business, so you read more of this stuff than I do. But I mean, think about how much [Baltimore Ravens QB] 

Lamar Jackson gets killed or [Buffalo Bills QB] Josh Allen was the best quarterback that's ever played and then 

they've had a couple tough games and now it's like, 'Is he really that good?' I mean, people are gonna write 

stories about guys and they're gonna ride the wave, whether it's highs or lows. If you're out there playing as a 



 

 

starting quarterback in this league, you better have thick skin because you ain't gonna win 'em all and when you 

don't, people are gonna come after you." 

 

On what would be missing on the offense if WR Terry McLaurin was unable to play on Sunday: 

"I mean, you miss just having your number one guy out there and someone that we've talked about bringing 

every single play. Obviously when he's on the field, the defense has a big target on his back and they're doing a 

lot to try to stop him. So, it makes them be able to play a little bit more balanced and then just the fact of the 

different plays that he can potentially make over the course of the game." 

 

On WR Curtis Samuel not being utilized enough in the Dallas game: 

"No, Curtis is great. I don't wanna speak for coach, but with the Taylor situation and then with the Terry 

situation, he was actually on the defensive headset and it was communicated to me that Curtis had a little bit of 

a dinged up deal with his hamstring. So, that's when he was actually taken out. He was playing up until I think 

somewhere in the third quarter. Whenever Terry got knocked out of the game, it was at the same deal and coach 

didn't hear that. I just don't think that was communicated to him before he had that press conference after the 

game. So, that basically was what happened there. I mean, Curtis wasn't gonna play – I don't know what he 

played. He played 20 snaps the week before. We were looking to up it a little bit and then unfortunately he 

wasn't able to finish." 

 

 

 


